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region of the gears in order to avoid tooth erosion. A six wheel steering axle for a motor vehicle is
known from DE 24 45 032 A1, wherein the steering axle comprises three steerable rear wheels and
three steering wheels. The steering wheels and the rear wheels are connected to one another by a
common supporting axle in the form of a universal shaft. The universal shaft is made as a hollow

shaft with pressure resistance elements. The universal shaft is therefore made in one piece with the
supporting axle as a hollow shaft, and the supporting axle is made as an integral part of the

universal shaft as a hollow shaft. An adjustable steering axle for a motor vehicle is known from DE 28
30 753 C3, wherein the supporting axle comprises two U-shaped branches of individual tubes, which
are interconnected by a hollow shaft in the form of a universal shaft and wherein the universal shaft
is made as a universal hollow shaft and is connected to the two U-shaped branches. The branches

are each adjustable in their length relative to one another in opposite directions by means of a
separate threaded spindle. A disadvantage of the known steering axle is the large number of parts
and therefore the large amount of assembly work. Furthermore, the steering axle must be adjusted

in its length while the steering axle is already mounted on the motor vehicle. DE 43 23 650 A1
relates to an adjustable steering axle, wherein the supporting axle comprises two branches in the
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